Experience is our technology

TRONAMILL
The Smart Solution for On-Site
Milling of Trona

SIZE REDUCTION
SOLUTIONS

Experience

STM was instrumental in developing dry sodium
bicarbonate scrubbing technology. We were asked to
supply the sodium bicarbonate milling system for the
first DSI system (Dry Sorbent Injection for acid gas
scrubbing) in the world. We haven’t looked back since.
Today, STM boasts the most extensive experience on sodium
bicarbonate milling systems for gas cleaning applications
worldwide. It is one of only a handful of mill suppliers that are
certified by the world’s largest producer of sodium bicarbonate for
the supply of DSI injection mills to be used with their process.
We are STM EcoSystems, the only dry injection systems supplier
who designs and engineers our own equipment, based in part on
our own experience in designing milling systems and dry injection
system components for over 30 years, combined with our process
experience from designing air pollution control equipment for
various different industrial and utility processes. We are not a
components manufacturer who also supplies systems, but rather a
systems supplier that creates its own technology to provide
optimal solutions to specific customer problems.
We offer a wide and complete service range of equipment and
services, from a single dry milling mill to complete turnkey
systems, from a feasibility study or CFD to retrofits, after-market
services and maintenance. We also work with OEMs to help them
supply the best possible solution to their own customers.
Our team of engineers can provide every kind of technical support
and assistance for greenfield installations or the modification of
existing systems, whether the problem be injection capacity,
system performance or equipment obsolescence, by
implementing the full range of STM EcoSystems solutions.
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The Tronamill

The Tronamill is the mill for high gas flow applications, used
for more than 30 years for milling hard to mill products,
providing a guaranteed production rate at a specific particle
size distribution, plus a guarantee against stoppage or
build-up.
The Tronamill is an all-in-one, low-cost material feeder, transport fan and
hammer mill system, contained in a rugged housing, and complete with
an exclusive build-up protection system.
Tronamill provides all of the functionality necessary for on-site milling of
sodium sorbent, ready to be connected to your transport piping.
Tronamill eliminates the build-up caused by sodium reaction in the mill.
Gone are the chillers and dryers that other milling circuits, and gone are
the problems of build-up in the milling housing and piping!
With a minimum guaranteed production rate between 1000 and 10000
kg/h and a particle size distribution of 20-30µ D90 (8-12µ D50)
depending on the acid gas being treated, the Tronamill provides a
complete solution that requires no maintenance interventions for the life
of a production campaign. It is shipped to site, fully tested for a full 24
hours, and calibrated at the factory to provide the correct particle size for
the application. Its hourly production is guaranteed and it is known
around the world for its durability, reliability, and ease of maintenance.
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Tronamill - Designed for
ease of maintenance

Maintainability
Tronamill is designed to be maintained by a single
technician, with minimal training and no special tools.

Tronamill is designed with the
operator in mind.

technician, without the need for
special tools or lifting equipment.

It is the only trona mill that is
expressly designed with ease of
maintenance in mind.

Its large, heavy duty, abrasion
resistant hammers are easy to
replace, and are designed to be
used on both sides, greatly saving
on wear part cost and requiring a
lower number of spare parts to be
stocked.

And when the time for regular,
yearly preventive maintenance
finally does arrive, it is designed to
be maintained by a single
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Features

Our 30 years experience in milling sodium sorbents have resulted in the Tronamill,
a full-featured, low-maintenance mill that provides a low cost, low maintenance
solution for dosing, milling and transporting milled trona to the injection point.
1. No build-up guarantee
Our exclusive STM glycol
injection system guarantees
that there never will be any
build-up in the mill no matter
the conditions or sorbent
quality.

2. Cool operation

5. Negative pressure
operation
Since the Tronamill operates
under negative pressure, all of
the material that is being milled
stays in the system, reducing
waste and making it easy to
keep the milling area clean.

6. The heavy mill concept
Tronamill may be an elegant
solution, but it is also a heavy
duty mill that can stand up to
every day abuse in a way that
simplifies the complex
problems presented by on-site
trona milling.

Due to the design of the
Tronamill, the maximum
temperature rise is 9°C, virtually
guaranteeing the sorbent you
inject has the maximum
potency possible.

3. Particle size guarantee
Tronamill’s integrated controller
coordinates the velocities of the
various components to ensure
that the particle size you dial-in
on the controller interface is the
particle size you get.

4. Low energy
consumption
Due to its efficient design,
nearly all of the Tronamill’s
energy input is translated to
milling and classifying the
product.
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Guaranteed
Operation

The Tronamill is guaranteed to provide a specific
particle size at a given production rate, but with the
addition of our Programmed Maintenance and
Remote Assistance programs, STM is able to
guarantee on-line availability of every Tronamill.
A reliable milling system must guarantee maximum availability. No
matter how well-constructed a machine might be, efficiency and
reliability can only be guaranteed with an effective, predictive
maintenance program in place. STM Ecosystems, aware of this
requirement, offers a programmed maintenance service:
Remote assistance by STM EcoSystems service technicians to verify
and optimize of all the functional parameters is available as an
option. This allows the ability to solve little anomalies using cell
communication without the need to travel to site.
Premium service packages allow a certain number of scheduled
service calls and a yearly planned outage service to replace wear
elements (bearings, fan blades, milling hammers...).
Trona milling is easier than ever with a Tronamill.
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“Tronamill-complete
functionality, single
point installation”
Simplicity of design, reliability of
operation and guaranteed performance
- hallmarks of the Tronamill…
… the 3 principal reasons why the Tronamill is the
key to the success to the trona scrubbing
revolution for large gas flow applications.
Thirty years ago, the largest supplier of sodium
bicarbonate came to STM with a novel idea - to
scrub acid gases with sodium bicarbonate, much
in the same way acid is neutralized in the body.
They needed STM to mill the sodium to a specific
particle size for the process to be efficient
enough for market adoption. This collaboration
resulted in an innovative process that scrubs
gases to the same efficiency as a wet scrubbing
process, except without the additional
wastewater pollution.
The mill that was developed for that process, the
Tronamill, takes care of the dosing, milling,
classifying, and transporting, all in a heavy-duty,
low maintenance package that never stops
performing its duties.
With hundreds of installations worldwide, all the
reasons why the Tronamill is the most durable
sorbent mill in the world can be reduced to a
single one - it works!
Bicarmill Smart Milling Systems
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83 Princeton Ave., Suite 3D, Hopewell, NJ 08525
Phone: 609.273.3331
www.stmecosystems.com

